Advantages of Epidural Analgesia on Pulmonary Functions in Liver Transplant Donors.
Epidural analgesia (EA) has positive effects on anesthetic requirement, blood loss, postoperative analgesia, and pulmonary function tests (PFTs). The purpose of the present study was to investigate the effect of EA on postoperative PFTs in liver transplant donors (LTDs). In the present study, 66 LTDs were classified as total intravenous anesthesia (TIVA) and TIVA+EA groups. Patient's age, sex, body mass index, induction and maintenance dose of propofol (IDP and MDP), operation duration, forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1), forced vital capacity (FVC), FEV1/FVC ratio, visual analog scale (VAS), atelectasis scores, and lengths of intensive care unit (ICU) and hospital stays were recorded. In the TIVA+EA group, IPD, MPD, delta-FEV1 delta-FVC, VAS for all time, atelectasis score and length of hospital stay were significantly lower than in the TIVA group (P < .001 for all). Whereas VAS at the end of the operation was negatively correlated with delta-FEV1 and delta-FVC (r2 = 0.26 P < .001; r2 = 0.41 P < .001; respectively), it was positively correlated with atelectasis score and length of ICU stay (r2 = 0.49, P < .001; and r2 = 0.41, P < .001; respectively). Atelectasis score was positively correlated with length of ICU stay (r2 = 0.86, P < .001). Reduced anesthetic requirement, better postoperative analgesia, reduced atelectasis score, and preserved PFTs can be provided with the use of EA in LTDs. Positive effects of EA on anesthesia requirement, pain management and pulmonary function are associated with outcomes.